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I. INTRODUCTION 
Experience Gith the high-yielding varieties of cereal crops in the 
last few years has shown that there are serious impediments to the 
general adoption of green-revolution technology by the peasant 
farmers, who make the majority of the farming community in the 
less developed countries (LDCs). For instance, peasant farmers 
have adopted the new “miracle” seeds of rice for only one-quarter 
of the world’s rice-lands; and, even in some countries where the 
new rice varieties are widely grown, rice production has increased 
far less than was anticipated. Yet, the present food production 
methods c;1n only lead to 2 widening gap in the total world food pro- 
duction and food expectation. At the 1975 International Ccntrcs 
Week held in Washington, D. C. , in July, the CGIAR Centres raw 
the challenge as that of harnessing their talent to develop i:nproved 
crop varieties and the relevant technology geared towards the small 
farmer in the LDCs; of venturing on food production in regions having 
adverse ecological conditions to the particular crop; and in helping 
the small farmer to produce more food from limited land resources. 
A shady of cropping systems in the LDCs in tropical and subtropic21 
regions has shown that crop monoculture is rare, and that more 
complex systems are normally put into practice: intercropping, mixed 
cropping, multi-cropping, or relay-cropping. Initial farming systems 
analysis by some of the CGIAR Centres now investigating these questions 
has indicated that these complex cropping systems have some consider- 
able agronomic advantages: maximisation of water use, the utilization 
of residual soil moisture during periods of long dry seasons, the lessen- 
ing of Iand preparation problems associated with second-season crops, 
the prod\rction of higher yields under these conditions than when single - 
cropping is practised, and the reduction of pest losses under mixed 
cropping. Consequently, there is a tremendous need to invest consider- 
able research and developn-ent effort in fashioning new technology for 
the small farmer in the LDCs, while realising that he will want to con- 
tinue using the more complex systems - albeit improved by innovative 
research. 
3. 
A recent, study by IRRI in the Laguna Province of the Philippines within 
the farmers’ fields has demonstrated that, using IRRI technology, he 
can produce about 5.0 tons/hectare of rice during the wet se27son; but, 
if he uses his traditional agronomic practice, he can only produce 3. 3 
tons /hectare. The investigations showed that the most important cons- 
traint to high productivity at the farm level were insect pests and 
diseases (making up 70% of the total complement of avoidable constraints), 
while other avoidable constraints made up the rest (weeds 18x, nitrogen 
fertilizers 6%, and seedling management 6?$). A1though the figures wet? 
different under dry-season conditions, 2s similar picture regarding the 
constraints emerged. There is no question therefore that the control of 
. t. 
4” 
insect pests is a major ingredient in the strived-for revolution for 
high productivity by the small farmer. 
The problems-of livestock production in tropical and sub-tropical 
Africa are just as difficult. Perhaps the most pervasive problem 
is that of livestock trypanosomiasis, transmitted by tsetse flies 
(Glossina spp. ). It is a major limiting factor in livestock produc- 
tion, excluding 4 million square miles from animal production in 
Africa. It is estimated that this area alone would - if tsetse flies 
were eradicated from therein - support an additional population of 
120 million head of cattle, producing about 1. 5 million tons of meat 
every year, representing a value of at least U. S. $ 750 million a ? : 
year. 
Tick-borne diseases are equally important in Africa and other tropi- 
cal countries. Theileriosis, anaplasmosis, and babeciosis are all 
mz;or constraints to the attainment of full productive capacity in the 
LLXS. Although there are long-term possibilities for effective and 
cheap vaccines for prophyllaxis and drugs for the treatment of the 
overt disease condition, vector control is a principal avenue for the 
efficient control of these diseases. Since acaricide resistance b> 
ticks is becoming a looming threat, other tick control strategies are 
needed. 
The ICIPE has an important role to play in complimenting efforts to 
solve these problems. 
The ICIPE recognizes that there are important applied problems in 
the pest management of food crops (including livestock production). 
Iht it also recognized that in several crucial cases t!lese applied pro- 
blems cannot be satisfactorilv approached without further basic know- 
ledge. The target pest spccics that the IClPE has chosen for its firsr 
attack - tsetse flies; livestock ticks, sorghum shootfly, cereal stcm- 
borers, African armyworm, and foraging termites - are all pests that 
have already received considerable national, regional, and international 
attention. Many have been the subject of practical, eradication pro- 
grammes on an extensive scale over the last 70 years or so. If there 
were simple, direct methods for the control of these important pests 
they would have been found in that time and put into operation. This 
vital fact has persuaded the ICIPE to approach these major pest ‘problems 
with a more open strategy. Thus, the ICIPE will, in each case, expIore 
several lines of study which hold promise as novel avenues for pest 
control, and which possibly, together with already-tried methods, may be 
fashioned into 2 pest management programme. 
The present paper is an outIine of the research programmes that the 
ICIPE believes, based on discussions during the recent International 
Centres Week and other contacts, are of special interest to terrain 
CCIAR institutes - CJMMYI‘, ICRJSAT, JJ’I’A, IRRI, and 113AD: 
1. Sources of plant resistance to insect attack: of II ,s 
interest lo CIMM’II‘, ICRISAT, liTA, and IRRL 
’ 5. 
2. Cereal stem-borers: of interest to CIMMYT (maize), 
ICRISAT (sorghum .and millet), IITA (maize, sorghum, 
and rice), and IRRI (rice). 
s 
3. Sorghum shootfly: of interest to ICRISAT. 
4. Tsetse flies: of interest to ILRAD. 
5. Tick vectors of livestock diseases (mainly East Coast 
Fever) : of interest to ILRAD. 
6. Biology of foraging termites: some interest shown by 
IITA 
7. African armyworm: some interest shown by CIMMYT. 
It expected that important research results that can find application in 
the short-term may well be found in some cases, e.g. in the programme 
dealing with sources of plant resistance (where results could be 
incorporated quite quickly in the crop breeding programmes). But in 
most cases, it is realised that the research results of the ICIPE 
approach to pest management can have practical application only in the 
medium and long-term. 
The research orientation of the ICIPE is one of problem-solving, much 
in the same way that ILRAD is oriented strategically in this fashion. 
The ICIPE must therefore complement and work closely with commo- 
dity institutes, with their overwhelming production orientation, in its 
search for new pest management strategies. 
The ICIPE is well placed to undertake this kind of work, and to respond, 
to the needs of the CGIAR institutes in the area of pest management 
research. Firstly, the ICIPE is strategically located in an equatorial 
tropical LDC at a confluence of a high-altitude tropical area, a range 
of Savannah ecosystems, and with access to lowland tropical areas as 
well as semi-arid regions. Consequently, it can tackle a range of 
tropical pest problems, and be in intimate communication with national 
and regional efforts in solving applied insect problems. Secondly;, 
the ICIPE has already chosen, as its first target insects, pest problems 
that are of more than national (e. g. tsetse and armyworm), regional 
(e. g. termites and ticks), or African continental interest (e. & cereal 
stem-borers). Indeed, some of these problems are of international 
importance (e. g. sources of plant resistance and sorghum shootfly). 
Thirdly, the ICIPE has realised from the very beginning that training 
of young scientists and technologists from the LDCs is vital to the 
enhancement of the scientific capabilities of these countries, which is 
important to any long-term, science-based solutions to developne nt 
problems. Fourthly, a special strength of the ICIPE lies in its ability, 
through its multi-disciplinary research teams and through a network 
of sonic of the best entomological research laboratories throughout the 
world, to bring the resources of modern biology to bear on major pzsr 
problems as they are identified, and thus facilitate the introduction of 
novel methods of pest control. ,, And, finally, the ICIPE is already 2 
tried and an on-going research centre of high quality and capability. 
In the course-of its short history so far, and in the light of the new 
challenges in pest management as it applies to increased food produc- 
tion, certain weaknesses in the ICIPE structure and management have 
appeared. The ICIPE Governing Board has recently taken major’ 
decisions to change these, and at the same time to consolidntc the 
main strengths of the ICIPE approach to development problems. 
These will be outlined in subsequent sections. 
The proposal as a whole should be regarded as a preliminary one. 
The ICIPE is ready to respond to suggestions from the CGIAR Centres, 




II. RESEARCH PROGRAh4ME PROPOSALS 
The research programmes outlined below are those that the IClPE 
plans to undertake on behalf of and in collaboration with the CGlAR 
Centres. The first one is completeIy new, and was first suggested 
in a restricted sense in the original application to the TAC. The 
others are already being undertaken by the ICIPE, and are being 
sharply focussed to meet the special interests of the CGIAR Centres. 
In all those cases involving crop pest programmes, ICIPE scientific 
staff will initiate its .collaborative programmes with the CGIAR 
Centres by spending an entire crop season at the relevant Centres 
acqui.ring background knowledge of the vast crop germplasm, the 
particular pest problems involved, the interaction of the crop and 
the relevant pest, and the agronomic milieu in which the pest 
problem occurs. This initial orientation will ensure that ICIPE staff 
become familiar with the practical problems and objectives of the 
Centrcs at an early date. The special relations that the 1CIPE 
enjoys with ILRAD has ensured that the two institutes, geographically 
close together, have already a close working relationship at the 
technical and scientific level. 
It is proposed that the initial studies undertaken by the ICIPE at the 
CGIAR institutes be a regular feature of the ICIPE method of keeping 
in close contact with Centres’ pest problems. It is suggested also 
that scientists from the CCIAR Centres, including their entomologists, 
make frequent working visits to the. ICIPE to become fully acquainted 
with research results that could be incorporated in their various 
programmes related to pest management. 
1. Sources of Plant Resistance to Insect Attack 
The classical technique of producing new high-yielding varieties of 
crops is to make selections under an “insecticidal umbrella”. The 
release of superior, but otherwise insect-susceptible, varieties in, the 
tropics, especially under small-farmer conditions, has often lead to 
very disappointing levels of crop performance - largely due to pest 
attack. This classical technique is being progressively replaced by 
a new strategy of making selections of resistant plants from crops 
under a minimum insecticide application, plants which at the same time 
have the high-yielding and other requisite characteristics. 
The first significant elite rice variety that was released for wides- 
pread distribution, and which possessed both the characteristics 
of high-yielding and pest-resistance, was IR20. It was released in 
1963, and has since been quickly adopted by numerous farmers. This 
demonstrates that farmers will adopt such resistant varieties bec‘xusc of 
two special agronomic advantages at least: insect resistance stabilixs 
crop yields: and production costs are significantly lowered. Rice 
farmers prefer IO use only small amounts of insccticidcs, and thrn 
only when pest d:;nxtg~ is obvious - at which lime corrective n~uasu I’L‘S 
may be too late. As the energy crisis deepens and continues, so 
the price of traditional pesticides will continue to rise. Consequently, 
the CGIAR Centres have become to regard breeding for insect resist- 
ance as an essential part of their production - oriented breeding pro-’ 
gramme for crops. 
IIowever, the techniques presently available for selecting insect- 
resistant plants are highly pragmatic. Experimental cultivnrs are 
grown under more or less uniform environmental conditions and 
inter-planted with insEt-susceptible cultivars, either in the field or 
in some type of glasshouse, screenhouse, or greenhouse; in either 
case, the plants are exposed to intense insect populations, either 
naturally occuring in the field or artificially released in the experi- 
mental arena from mass-bred insect populations; the damage to the 
plan:-s are scored according to a predetermined rating, and the plants 
showing tolerance or resistance are thus identified, assembled, and 
processed for further breeding work. A first step in simplifying 
these selection procedures would be to identify the sources of plant 
rcsist.ance to cnch particular pest. Bcsidcs, such knowledge of tl]L‘ 
sources of plant resistance would provide a tool for the monicorinp 
of each of the steps of a plant improvement programme, ensuring 
that insect-resistance is retained in the course of completing the 
“synthesis” of a new cultivar possessing desirable agronomic and 
other characteristics. 
Two peculiar prohlems arise where a mixed cropping system is 
practiscd, as has been shown bv recent experience in IhrA. 
the pest problem is much less intense 
Firstly, 
than is prevalent under the 
separate cropping of single plant spzies. Thse is no1 math &UI - 
mcntation of this phenomenon, nor are the factors that lead to this 
pest amelioration status known. Secondly, varieties of a crop thaC 
are insect-resistant while grown separately are not necessarily 
rcsjstant in a mixed-cropping system. We are unaware of the miss- 
ing element in this latter condition. 
A closely rcl;itcd question js that of insect biotypes, some of Qhich 
have evolved to attack crop varieties that were originally selected for 
their resistance to insect attack. A pertinent demonstrative example 
of this problem, which could have tremendous impact on pest manage- 
ment through the selection of insect-resistant crop varieties is that 
of brown rice planthopper, Nilaparvata lug=, which is rapidly becoming 
the most serious pest of rice in Asia. II’\111 rccentlv found that some 
of Lhe rice varieties that ihey had developed in the Pililippines and 
were resistan to the planthopper in that cDuntry - e. g. Mudgo an~1 1ZS13 7 
- were susceptible to the same species of planthopper when grown in 
Sri l>anka and in Kerala State (in southern India). An initial stud! 
has shown that the brown planthopper can rapidly develop a new bio- 
tppc able to attack previously resistant rice varieties, if these possess 
monoF;enic rcsj5tancc . . For instance, biotype 1 is the brown pl::nt- 
I~~ppcr naturally found at IRRI, lives well on the susceptible rice 
- 
- 
variety TN, but cannot develop on resistant varieties Mudgo, ASD 
7, and IR2G at IRRL When, on the other hand, brown planthoppers 
were collected from fields intensively planted with resistant rice 
varieties and were then reared for several generations on resistant 
rice plants in a greenhouse, 3 new biotypes were found to have 
evolved, including one that could survive on 2 resistant varieties, 
Mudgo and ASD 7 (biotype 4). It may therefore be hypothesized 
that if only a few pest-resistant varieties of rice are intensively 
planced m a wide area, insect biotypes may develop, through natural 
selection, that can attack and thrive on formerly resistant crop 
varieties. Such an eventuality will probably develop very rapidly 
when crop resistance is governed by a single pair of genes (“monogenic 
resistance”). it may be slowed down considerably when the resistance 
is governed by two or more pairs of genes (“multigenic resistance”). 
The major question facing us is to identify the several genetic mechn- 
nicms that enable an insect pest to produce new biotypes, to identify 
the regulatory factors in the resistant plant variety that set off the 
biotypic micro-evolution, and to find ways in which this process can 
be combated. 
Because of the widespread interest in breeding crops for insect 
resistance, the attendant pest problems outlined in the present ICIPE 
programme is likely to develop into a major activity. It will eventually 
cover the major crop insect pests whose control techniques encompass 




the ICIPE will tackle the following projects: 
Possible chemicals respo&ible for resistance to 
leafhoppers (Empoasca fascjalis)and thrips 
(Sericothrips occipi[alis) in the cowpea, which take -.-- 
a heavy toll of cowpeas in the pre-flowering stage. 
Several varieties of cowpea are now known -to be 
resistant to these and other pests, e. g. VITA 9. 
Legumes are know to have a pronounced phenol 
defence mechanism to insect attack; and it is 
possible that plicxols, or their precursors, may 
be a factor in cowpea resistance to attack by leaf- 
hoppers and thrips. The ICIPE will investigate this 
and other chemical avenues, in collaboration with 
IITA. 
The pod-borer, hJaruca testulalis, is a pest of 
legumes all over the world, and is a principal 
pest of cowpea, feeding on flowers and newly 
developed cowpea pods. In this way, it causes an 
almost 100% damage. Recent observations at IITA 
have demonstrated that damage to maturing cowpea 
pods shows some varietal differences. The resisc- 
ante mechanism appears LO be complicated, as the 
varieties \vhich are resisLant at the earlier pod 
deveiopment stage were susceptible at Iater develop- 
ment stages, and vice versa, The ICIPE plan to 
establish the facrors, including chemical ones, for 
pod-borer resistance at the various pod-development 
stages, in collalx-n-ation with IITr\ staff, 
(c) The ICIPC will studv, in collaboration with IRRI, the 
biotypic deveIopment of the brown rice planthopper 
under conditions of intense pressure from resistant 
rice varieties of different genotypic constitution, and 
under: mixed-cropping conditions. 
(d) The ,ICIPE will undertake, in collaboration with 
CIMLWI‘ and IITA, the sources qf resistance of 
Il’O~Jic‘dl h~t~I.~nc~ maize tc: maize slem-h)rcrs. It 
will Plso study tlie mechanism of seeming break- 
dolvn of this resistance when maize is grown under 
mixed-cropping with legumes, sweet potato, and 
0Lher crops. 
This is a new programme altogether, of great interest to CGIAR 
Centres; and WC plan to have two principal scientific staff make a 
start in 1976. The programme will be heavily supported by three 
research supp~?rt units - those for Chemistry, Sensory-physiology, 
and Fine Structure. The full complement of the planL resistance 
progmmme will therefore not bz large, and will consist of or,lg 4 
scientific staff, which will bz reached in 1977. The staff complc- 
mcnt will bs: one insect Fopulntion ecologist, one ins2cL -bchaviour-- 
ist, one insect g3,?ti&sc, snd one naLura1 products chemist. 
This staff. together with the relevant staff from the research supper: 
units, will \+urk as a multi-disciplinary team on this programme. 
2. Cereal Stem-hjrcrs - 
Stem-borers arc pni%cularlv serious I)cscs of maize and rice in tllc f\fiic;~il 
continent In lilaizc alone, stem-borers can cause 5-4Osi, yield losses 
in Kenya. Stem -b.~?x‘rs have lw.m11=! such a major pest of rice in 
Iran in recent years that IRRI was requested to make a special survey 
of the problem in lOi4. Apart from the sorghum shootfly and the 
sorghum mids>, stem-borers are the most important insect pests of 
sorghum in Afrjca and Asja. The loss in yield wrought by stcm- 
borers is through loss of s~a11d (by the deal11 of the growing shoal, le;?d- 
ing to “dcndlle2lrts”), cstensive damage to rhe plant’s vascular system 




to this effort. 
m 
It is planned that the ICIPE concentrate its major efforts on ecologi& 
and physiological studies of a few, key stem-borers that are principal 
pests of maize, sorghum, millet and rice. It is also proposed that 
the major theatre for this work should be East Africa, although there 
will be constant reference to other stem-borer/plant complexes in 
other situations in other regions, The key stem-borers wiI1 Ix the 
following: 
Chilo pariellus (= zonellus), the sorghum stem-borer : In 
maize, sorghum, millet, and rice 
11. 
Busseofa fusca , the maize stalk-borer : In maize and sargl~um 
Sesamia calamistis, the African pink borer : In sorghum and rice 
Maliarpha separa telln, the African white rice bxer : In rice 
The ICIPE has already made a start on this programme by initiating an 
investigation on seasonnlity and the occurrence of a larval di.apnusc. 
Seasonal development of the sorghum stem-bxrer, C. partellus , is 
synchronized with the maturation of the maize crop, and the occurrcnc.? 
oi dry ‘and wet seasons. 1Z7ilh the ripening of the crop, mostly CcCncidili~: 
with the dry season, pupation of the larvae is retarded and their furUxr 
development is arrested when they attain the last larval instai-. ‘Eli s 
dinpouse is only broken at the onse! of rainfall in the sl1cccce l.jJ-ly c !;;“t 
sec:son. Diapnus~ is a crucial wcxk link in tlx s~nson:~l cyclc~ oi li~is 1~. :::, 
and probably in most ot-her stem-borers. Knowledge of the prccix: f;!clors 
that initiate or break this diapause is lacking, although present p~-c’li~xl~x 1-h 
studies indicate that the rcclucrion in rainfall in the pcnul timax lai-~21 jn3l:il- 
Illa! well bc: Lhc induc:in~ factor for diapausc in the last: larval in:;l,lx. 5.1cil 
knowledge may give us a Baxter tool for prognosis of stcln-boi-<?r ou[.bruaks. 
It could also lead to the design of a novel pest mm-d method for Ulesc? 
important insects. 
The ICIPE now intends to develop this project into a more comprehensive 
programmc on stem-borers of maize, sorghum, millet, and rice as indicatcci 
previously. The programme will initially focus on the following p~blems: 
(a) Seasonal lift: cycle and the periodicity of i&station of stem- 
borers in all four cereals. The project will include the srudy 
of aestivation diapause in Chilo and other stem-borers. 
(b) Ecological impact of sensonnlity op. the development and 
reproduction of the various stem-borers. 
(c) I Iost-planr xlations, especially in regard to oviposition, In rvcll 
feeding, and larval dcvclopmcnt. ‘lh2 prOblclll of I lOSi si’lc’cijoil 
(including lhc question of wild hostplants) will also bc’ invcsli~~llcc!. 
Factors determining resistance : the dynamic state of 
suscep!ihjlity under different agronomic practices, the 
chemical basis of acwpn~nce or rejection of plants, and 
the physical or biophysicnl properties’ conferring tolerance 
or resistance will form part of these investigations. The 
programme s;aff will necessarily work closely &th stnff 
involved in questions of plant resistance: they will also 
need IO work closely with plant breeders and entomologisrs 
in CGLAR Centres. I 
i : 
species (or o?her t:ixa), that there are important wild graminsccous 
hosts, and that the latter may well play a vital role in the seasonal 
outbreaks of the insect. 
Working closely with ICRISAT and IITA, it is proposed to undertake 




Factors controlling the development of the flv larvae. the 
chief’pest stage. -The manner in which the host physiology, 
host specificity, and the plant micro-environment regulate 
larval development will be a major part of these studies. 
Control of reproduction in the shoatfly and a study of the 
fly’s reproductixc lxtential in the field. Such studies will 
naturally lead to the consideration of seasonality of shootfly 
occurrence and outbreaks. 
Rcsp~s~s of 1~11~WC to plant hosts (for feeding) and of :~dults 
(for oviposition), and the ,pnsory mechanisms (including the 
active principles involved) underlying thcsi: ~havio~lr pattcr::s. 
These facets are a key to the problem of host specificity:’ 
they may also lead to the chemical (or other) sources of pi::n: 
resistance to this pest. Reports mcntioncd at the II~&I~,J~J,~ 
Symposium on “Sorghum in Sevenlies”, held in October 19il , 
shoal. that tolerant \xrietics sclcctcd in India over sevi~i.::j ! \ .> i’s 
from a 1:;rge germplasm .b:?nk, all of t 1x2 lndin ix IY t> 1:‘. ) i ” 
primarily due 10 non-prcfercncc for 0viposiLion. --;’ lhirc is 
The ICIPE has already appointed one principal scientist for this programmc, 
The staff complement Gil develop to 4 in 19778, and it is planned th;lc ir 
forms a multi -disri.plinary team with 2 ecologists ( popul;~tion ecol!~~:~: 
scascrnnlity ancl Ilost-plant relations), and 2 physiologists (insxl I3hysirl i0p, 
and sci?sol-\i-pJiy:iiologp). It is hoped that plant physiologist f.rom IW.i!~;\‘l 
and IlTA Lvill collaborate closely with the ICIPE team. 
4. Tsetse Flies 
Measures aimed at eradicating livestock tr~anosorniasisI?ave usually. t.thcn 
three principal forms: 
. Cradicxtinn of the tsetse vector by several means, or their 
combinutiuns: b~slish clearing, elimination of g:n~~c: thougiii tcl 
be prcfcrrcd hosts of tsetse flies, and the USC of insectici~is. 
Many control pro~rammcs 11nve used this approach over tIj<‘ 
last GO ycnrs 01: so 
. The use of trypano-tolerant cxttlc breeds, such as N&ma 
in West Africa 
. The use of drugs to trcnt the discxsc. I-10\vcvc1-; t!1e 
problem of drug-resistance by trypunosomcs is lkcoming 
a serious threat 
. The dcvelopmenL of immunization systems. ILMD has bi c:n 
esmblished primarily to undertake the immunological app!~o;lch 
to this disease (as well as East Coast Fever). 
Apa-t from the last approach, which has still to be ftllly e:kq7loitcd, a 
g+:ner-al concljsjon from past efforts in livestock tr!!l;~liior~)mi~sjs 
control is that the problem is very far from havin, m  bxn conrainecl, 





tile nature of the pacemaker mechanism that maintains 
cycles of pregnancy, parturition, and the subsequent 
events? 
Breeding biology of and mass-rearing technology for 
G. pallidipes. The first major step, now being studied, 
is the process pf nahlralisation to laixral’ory conditions 
of wild-cnughr tsetse fljes, lending to succcssl‘~11 fcccijng, 
m%ing, and breeding. This is a major .initial barrier. 
The nest step will be to establish a self-susraining coJon! 
of G. pallidipes, which does not need to b2 rcplenishcd 
f1-0K Lime to time with new flits or pupa’p from the fieli? 
Insects from this colony wilI be used by experimentalisis 
in the ICIPE and ILRAD. A final step (tried by otl)crs 
before but without apparent success) will b,z the esixblish- 
ment of a resident tsetse colony in a large field caf;“, in 
one of the traditional tserse habivilats using one of the 
nnnirally favoured hosts (viz. wild pigs and cat tic), for 
comparative bohaviour, ecology, and physjological stuciics. 
taken into the insect), and ecological facto.rs (micro- 
climate, presence of appropriate host, etc. !. This 
project &lI bc started -in i976. h&lch of this study 
wliill require a 2x2 t dCa1 of field work, includjng nen~ 
methods of samplin+ l:or instance, how best can \I-C 
sample the epidemiologicxlly significant tsetse population, 
as opposed to the whole tsetse population ? 
‘J’IIC~ full Con~]-~l ::,.-‘ It of principal scjcntific st3ff for this progl’;~mn~~.~ 
will bc reach~.~cl in 1979, when it will bc 9, members of which wiI1 
bring in the following sp-cializa tjons : 
on Tick-borne Diseases and Tick Control, based at E4VRO h4a~;~ga 
(i<enya) has shown significant progress in developing immunlzurion 
against T.parva by, for example, the inoculation of schizont-ilifected 
bovine lympnocyte cel1.s grown in tissue culture; but these mec!lods 
still need a great deal of further development since cattle ipmunizcci 
in this way can withstand homologous challenge in a paddock nrlificiall) 
infested with. the blown ear-tick infected with T. parva , but cannot 
apparently withstand uncontrolled natural challenge in field ~inls. 
- 
- 
6. Biology of Forag?ng Termites 
Termites Iqave an enormous impact on the African econoniy - an 
impact which is only just beginning to be documented by ecolodcal 
work being done at the ICPE (started this year in a dry snvannah 
area of Kenya) and in Nigeria by a termite team from the Centre 
for Overseas Pest Research, London (COPR). These insects are 
abundant, and they eat all kinds of cellulose-containing plant materjnls. 
Thus, not only do they darnage buildings, but also trees and CI?Z~S, a:; 
well as probably competing with cattle and game for l?nstLlre grasses, 
particularly >n marginal lands. The objectives of the research alreact) 
underway at the ICIPE are to find weak points in the behavior-I- an.d lift 
cycles nf the [cr.-mites thnr will allow uc’ to reprl their artclcl: 01‘ 1.1 il~~c(’ 





Continued studios on factors contl-olling’caste 
dificrcntjation: sensorial cycles, effect of 
l~orinolles and pheromones (including Jtl), Ctc. 
Continued studios on trail pheromones as moc!61 
substances for the interI-elated studies on chc~nicnl 
communication in termites. Such substa11ccs Eli-c 
candidate mn~eriols for use in termite control. 
An analysis of building behaviour which preljminar!~ 
results indicate may be hsed on communication bl 
olfactory anti Lictile stini:l!i. This behaviour \?;;tic t’n 
underlies much of the ecology and hion:)mics of tixw 
I:-apical termites. 
. . 21. 
The ICIPE scientist have made some significanr research pro;;ress j!t 
recent months: they have discovered several very cffcctilJe artnywor!n 
anti-feccknts (effective at 0. 1 pixn); they have discovered gmcl 
characterised biting .and swallowing stimulax compounds: they have 
descrikd in great detail the structure of the chemoreceptors in the 
larval mouthp3rts having preferential sensitivity to ccytain .of the 
important CDlEtitU~i~tS of the hostplants; they have sludied thoroughI) 
the bahavioural response of the male moth to the point where jt can 
be used as a bioassay for the chemical studies of the nature of the 
phero:ii:,ne; and accumulating field data give a sLrong impression IliC!? 
artny\~~,~-n~ o\iLll~cal<s are not :WICIV due to migration hut m:l\’ \<~~ll 
arise Ir-om I~zsiilent population - cktrary to tk p!xwlilin~ tilifr)ia\'. 
Future \~ori( will lx continued along the following lines: 
(8 1 
(1)) 
Splccrivity of larval feeding. Armyworm Inrvae have a 
strong preference for graminaceous plants. 
Intensificcl search for mjxhods of reducing thcl acccnt::bili t!? 
of $‘~:lniil;:CC‘c~us pIants to lili I3rv:l, b\r CcinlinL!il:g lTS?;~!+(.!i Oi? 
the chnrncterizti:ion and functiowl b~hn;~icwr of naturally 
oc~~~irring 2nli-fccc!,inrs. 
Of the fol\C principal scientific staff that are expected to fol-m 
the full n 1T~yw01-m tlxm hp 1978, two 8 rc alrcaciy 2 1: the TClPL: -’ 
a bchrIvic.iur~:l ecologist, and a populatkx~ gweticist. It is 
planned t!I recruit a third scientist ii7 I.!?76 (2 poputn~ion ccolo$st), 
alId ill 1977 a b~h~ViNlra1 pllysiologist, The armyworm group is 
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III. R E S E A R C H  S U P P O R T  S E R V ICES 
In  a d d i tio n  to  th e  n o r m a l  s u p p o r t serv ices o f a  b io log ica l  r esea rch  
c e n tre ( e . g . l ibrary,  insectar ies,  workshops ,  techn ica l  services, 
c o m m u n i c a tio n , a n d  in format ion) ,  th e  ICIP E  h a s  f rom th e  sta r t 
es tab l i shed th r e e  h igh ly  spec ia l ized l a b o r a tor ies  ( for  chemica l  a n a -  
lysis a n d  character izat ion,  fo r  fin e  structural  stud ies  o f insect t issue, 
a n d  fo r  e lec t rophys io log ica l  stud ies) .  T h e s e  a r e  sta ffe d  wi th h igh ly  
qua l i f ied  sta ff, a t p o s td o c to ra l  a n d  g r a d u a te  level,  a n d  e q u i p p e d .with 
sophis t icated a n d  re levant  e q u i p n e  n t T h e s e  l a b o r a tor ies  p rov ide  
spec ia l ized serv ice to  th e  co re  a n d  spec ia l  r esea rch  p r o g r a m m e s ; b u t 
th e y  a lso  c o n d u c t s o m e  resea rch  o f the i r  o w n  wh ich  u n d e r p i n  th e  invest i  
g a tio n s  o f th e  ta r g e t- insect o r i en te d  p r o g r a m m e s . 
T h e  resea rch  s u p p o r t serv ices a r e  br ief ly s u m m a r i z e d  b e l o w :- 
1 . Chem is try Resea rch  Unit  (CRU)  
T h e  chief  m a n d a te  o f th e  C R U  is to  co l labora te  wi th th e  b io log ica l ly -  
o r i en te d  resea rch  g r o u p s  a t th e  ICIP E  in  so lv ing chemica l  p r o b l e m s , by  
b r i ng ing  to  b e a r  a d v a n c e d  phys ico-chemica l  m e th o d s , iso lat ion techn iques , 
pur i f icat ion m e th o d s , techn iques  fo r  chemica l  structural  e luc idat ion,  a n d  
b iosynthet ic  stud ies  to  charac ter ize  th e  n a tu ra l  r e g u l a to rs  o f insect life , 
act ive pr inc ip les,  a n d  o th e r  n a tu ra l  p r o d u c ts. ‘. 
T h e  uni t  is p r e s e n tly c o n d u c tin g  resea rch  o n  th e  fo l l ow ing  p r o b l e m s : 
(a )  F e m a l e  sex p h e r o m o n e s  o f th e  catt le tick, R .a p p e n d i c u l a tus  .
(b )  Tra i l  p h e r o m o n e s  o f fo r a g i n g  termites.  
(c)  D e fens ive  secret ions o f so ld iers  o f fo r a g i n g  termites.  
(d )  F e e d i n g  a ttractants, inhibi tors,  a n d  a n ti-fe e d a n ts o f th e  
a r m y w o r m  ext racted f rom A fr ican p l a n ts. 
T h e  C R U  a l ready  h a s  a  sta ff o f 3  pr inc ipa l  scientists -  al l  o rgan i c  
chemists.  It is p l a n n e d  th a t, wi th th e  g r e a t i nc rease  a l ready  o f d e m a n d s  
o f s u p p o r t serv ices f rom biologists,  two scientists b e  a d d e d  to  th e  uni t  in  
1 9 7 6 . They  shou ld  b e  n a tu ra l  p r o d u c ts chemists.  
Sensory -Phys io logy  Resea rch  Unit  ( S P R U  )  
T h e  analys is  o f th e  structure a n d  fu n c tio n  o f c h e m o r e c e p tors  -  w h e th e r  
fo r  o l fact ion o r  taste  -  const i tutes o n e  o f th e  m o s t u r g e n t tasks o f th e  S P R U  
in  re la t ion  to  th e  severa l  stud ies  a l ready  b e i n g  u n d e r ta k e n  a t th e  ICIP E  o n  
insect chemica l  c o m m u n i c a tio n  -  in  re la t ion  , fo r  instance,  to  p l a n t res is tance 
stud ies,  te rmi te  recru i tment ,  a n d  p h e r o m o n a l  b io logy.  Second l y , in  c o m b i n a tio n  
wi th c lear-cut  behav iou ra l  tests, e lec t rophys io log ica l  b ioassays  c a n  g r e a tly 
h e l p  to  a  m o r e  rap id  i d e n tifica tio n  o f b io log ica l ly  act ive subs tances  e m p loy4  
24. 
in mating, food-plant selection, oviposition-site identification, host 
detection, and host finding. Finally, there are other sensory systems 
in the target insects which can be enalysed profitable : for instance, 
the auditory system in tsetse flies and armyworm moths. Consequently, 
the SPRU must always remain highly flexible, so that it can adjust to 
new experimental demands. 
The SPRU has three electrophysiological recording units that are already 
operational: a taste cell recording unit, a micro-recordmg system from 
single olfactory cells, and an electroantennongram bioassay unit 
The SPRU work in close collaboration with the fine-structure research 
group, since research on sensory receptors requires a detailed morpho- 
logical knowledge of the latter. The unit also works closely with other 
biological research programmes. The following projects are presently 
under study: 
(a) Location and function of the various chemoreceptnrs involved 
in armyworm feeding and discriminatory host selection. 
(b) Detailed study of the receptors responsible for the trail- 
laying behaviour in foraging termites. 
(c) Survey of the antenna1 sense organs of tsetse flies responsible 
for host finding. 
(d) Detailed analysis of the structure and function of the chemo- 
receptors that recognize. tick pheromones. 
(e) An analysis of the plant-resistant factors in the various crops 
mentioned in the plant-resistance programme will be initiated 
when detailed behaviour studies have been completed in each 
case. 
- 
The team in this unit consists of 3 principal staff, who have all been 
appointed. 
3. Fine Structure Research Unit (FSRU) 
The FSRU is staffed by experienced staff in histological, histochemical, 
autoradiographic, and electron-microscopic techniques whose chief mandate 
is to give assistance to the core programmes on questions demanding 
fine-structural information, at a resolution approaching the molecular 1eveL 
- 
The unit is presently involved in investigations along the following lines, 
apart from giving short-term assistance to the various research teams: 
(4 Histochemistry and fine structure of the tsetse salivary glands 
and the gut, both in the infected and healthy state. 
(b) Morphological aspects of the development of trypanosomes while 
sojourning within the tsetse fly. 
(4 A detailed fine-structural survey of the female reproductive 
system of the tsetse fly, correlated with the ovulation and 
pregnancy cycles. 
A detailed analysis of the reproductive accessory glands of 
tsetse flies involved in sperm transfer, sperm storage, and 
lactation. 
(d Morphological study of the chemoreceptors of ticks, tsetse 
flies, termites, and armyworm caterpillar. 
There is an enormous demand on the services of the FSRU; and the 
one principal scientist presently in post, supported as it is with highly 
trained technical staff, will shortly not be able to cope with the volume 
of work. It is proposed therefore to appoint a second scientist in 
1977, and a third in 1978. This complement of staff will make an 
effective supportive team 
4. Insect and Animal Breeding Unit 
The task of this unit is to establish and maintain a large, self-reproducing 
colony of each of the target insect species for experimental purposes, and 
of other insect species needed for bioassays and similar work. For blood- 
sucking arthropods, this requires that the unit also maintains colonies of 
the appropriate host animals. For plant-feeding insects, it may require 
the provision of standardized plant material grown in greenhouses, etc. 
Experimental, as opposed to routine, breeding of insects is the responsibility 
of the individual projects; 
The following colonies of insects are being routinely mass-reared by the 
yit: 
(a) Tsetse flies: G. morsitans and G.austeni . 
(b) The brown ear-tick, R.appendiculatus (in collaboration with 
EAVRO) 
(c) The soft tick, Omithodoros moubata 
(d) The sorghum stem-borer, C. partellus 
69 23-2 wax-moth, Galleria mellonella 
(0 7k.2 locusts, Schistocerca gregaria and Locusta migratoris 
Cd 7-k African armyworm, Spodoptera exempta. -’ 
r i! 
It is anticipated that the sorghum shootfly, on which experimental breeding : 
work is now being conducted, and other major target insects named in the 
.’ 
newer programmes on piant resistance and ‘stem-borers will be mass- 
reared by the unit in the near future. Radically new and properly designed : 
facilities are urgently needed for this critical support service. 
s. Field Stations 
Ecological work at the ICIPE is the main anchor of much of the other 
multidisciplinary research being conducted on the target insects. Although * 
the ICLPE already has a number of mobile laboratories for some of its 
field work, the longer term field ecological investigations does require ‘: 
more or less permanent residence in the field. Another consideration is 
the selection of appropriate sites which will give ICIPE’s core programme 
.; 
a variety of ecological conditions for the detailed investigations that are 
needed for a balanced pest management programme. Finally, decisions to 
establish particular field stations has only been reached when it is abundantly 
clear that existing facilities in the region (e. g. those owned by the Ministry : 
of Agriculture) cannot meet the special research needs of the ICIPE. 
Following these guide-lines, the Board has agreed to the establishment of 
the following field stations, all located in Kenya: 
6) 
(b) 
Mbim Field Station, near Homa bay, on the, shores. of Lake 
Victoria. The station will be vital for ecological studies on 
the sorghum shootfly, the stem-borers of sorghum and maize, 
the armyworm, ticks, and tsetse flies (particularly G. pallidipes) . 
While this station is being planned and eventually built up 
during 1976-1977, field work is being carried out from field 
accommodation provided by the Ministry of Agriculture, some 
100 km away, but still near Lake Victoria. 
Coastal Field Station, near Mombasa, This will provide an 
equatorial, lowland tropical area needed for field work - 
especially on stem-borers and plant resistance studies - on 
maize and rice pests. it will also be important for tick 
ecological work it will have a large number 0: experimental 
plots, maintained on contract for the ICIPE by the Ministry 
- 
- 
of k gri culture. Survey of ‘the area and site is underway. 
In the meantime, field studies are being carried out from 
the Ministry’s main research station at Kikambala, 20 km 
from Mombasa. 
(a Kajiado Field Station, near Kajiado town, 75 km from Nairobi, 
located within a large area of dry Savannah grading into almost 
the semi-arid zone. A small temporary building has recently 
been-erected on the lo-acre site, and it is planned to have 
other facilites built by early 1977. The station ‘is particularly 
important for field research on termites, and in a more limited 
way for ticks. 
Each of the stations will have a mini-administrative staff, but otherwise 





The ICIF’E vitally needs to maintain a first-class electronic workshop for 
servicing the many’ electronic‘ and other sophisticated equipment and to 
assist in the design and fabrication of new equipment, which is a constant 
need for electrophysiological, fine-structural, and chemical research going 
on at the Centre. The latter also needs mechanical and wood-working 
workshops. All these facilities already exist at the. ICIPE, although in 
miniature form only. It is essential that these facilities be expanded to 
meet the expanded needs of the research programmes and support services, 
the maintenance of the physical plant of the ICIFE, and the routine servicing 
of vehicles. 
1. Cooperative Programmes with CGIAR 
IV. COOPERATIVE PROGRAMMES WITH CGIAR 
h CENTRES AND APPLIED INSTITUTES 
The ICIPE proposes that collaboration between it and the CGIAR 
Centres be considerably strengthened, and that its pest research 
programmes interdigitate with the Centres’ own concerns in this 
area, as indicated in Section II above, In the first instance, this 
close relaEionship will involve CIMMYT, ICRISAT, IlTA , IRRI, and 
ILRAD; but it is hoped that it will encompass the other Centres 
as new needs arise and new opportunities for collaboration appear. 
It has already been suggested that ICIPE scientists spend a consider- 
able period of time at the beginning of this collaborative period to 
have first-hand experience with the crop material (and its germplasm) 
and the important pest problems. It is envisaged that the ICIPE 
scientists will return to the Centres from time to time to review 
their research orientation with the changing agronomic situation, 
It is suggested that the Centres’ own entomologists may find ICIPE 
an excellent reference point for obtaining new ideas, for testing in 
their own institutions. Such a feedback mechanism will form an 
organic linkage between the IClPE and the CGIAR Centres; and it is 
proposed that the Centres’ entomologists be appointed to research 
associateship status at the ICIPE to enable them to undertake work- 
ing visits at the ICIPE for short or long periods. 
’ 
2 Cooperative Programmes at National and Regional Levels 
The ICIPE already maintains an extensive network of liaison .wit.h 
applied research institutes in Africa and elsewhere for work on 
ICIPE target insects. These linkages need to be strengrhened, as 
the ICIPE’s own foundation becomes firmed up. &ch institutes 
include the following, and many others: 
EAAFRO, M&m% Kenya 
EAVRO, Muguga, Kenya 
.i EATRO, Tororo, Uganda 
Tropical Pesticides Research Institute, Arusha, Tanzania 
Ministry of Agriculture, Kenya 
University of Nairobi, Kenya 
National Council for Scientific Research, Lusaka, Zambia 
University of Ibadan, Nigeria 
Institute of Pathobiology, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Tsetse Research Laboratory, Bristol, England 
Centre for Overseas Pest Research, London, England 
CSIRO, Canberra, Australia. 
R 
New linkages now need to be developed to reflect the ‘needs of the 
new research programmes recently approved (sorghum shootfly, 
1 
! 
stem-borers, and plant resistance). The Tanzania Food Crops it 
Research Project, recently initiated jointly by IlTA and CIMMYT, F 
is such a new important linkage. - t i I_ 
The linkages are essential if the ICIPE is to ensure that its F 
findings find practical application at the farmer’s IeveL 
3. Training Programmes 
The IClPE puts very high premium on the training of its technical 
staff, on the training of young graduate scientists from Africa and : 
other LDCs, the training of young postdoctoral scientists, and the 
provision of opportunities of young African scientists already serving 
in other institutions coming to the ICIPE over a three-year period 
‘; 
for a total time of 12 months to conduct important research on an 
insect problem relevant to the ICIPE core programmes and then 
returning to their own institutions to continue their professional 
All these various devices are to permit the rapid build up of a L 1: 
scientific and technical capability in LDCs in pest research oriented 
to important development problems. 
The ICIPE has made a start in this direction. The establishment 
of adequate physical facilites at the ICIPE will enable it to intensify 
this commitment 
4, Study Workshops and Seminars 
The most important conference of the ICIPE has become the Annual, 
Research Conference, at which the whole ICIPE scientific community 
reviews the research progress of the year and establish new lines 
of concentrated research. These conferences have become seminal, 
and will be retained as an institutional mechanism for monitoring 
ICIPE research and training activities. 
Weekly seminars on specialized topics have also become a feature 
of ICIPE scientific’ life from the very beginning, and has formed one 
of the linkages with the scientific community in East Africa. 
The ICIPE has now organized or sDonsored two study workshops - 
on the armyworms (January 1975) and on tsetse breeding as related 
to the sterile-male control technique (March 1975). In these small 
workshops, a small group of actively involved field and laboratory 
workers, come together to discuss the state of the particular problem 
and plan future cooperative work. They have &en enormously 
successful and the ICIPE is now planning one each year on a special 
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,v* INSECT RESEARCH NETWORK 
Collaboration with Other Insect Research Laboratories 
One of the major intellectual resources of the ICIPE are the 
Directors of Research, who are world authorities in their own 
area of insect science, and who have therefore an excellent 
research-laboratory in their home base, of which they are 
the recognized leader. These research laboratories, which 
collaborate with the ICIPE in research and training, therefore 
form - together with the ICIPE - a formidable network ,of 
research laboratories which has become .pre-eminent in the 
insect research world. The, network is not a fixed entity: 
it changes with the changes in the persons appointed as 
Directors of Research, and is therefore responsive to new 
ideas in the ICIPE. Above all, it ensures that the ICIPE 
scientific staff is constantly in communication with the 
latest developments in their own specialized and related 
areas. This is an unusual circumstance in a research labo- 
ratory in most LDCs, and gives the ICIPE great strength. 
Sharing of Facilities 
The ICIPE and ILIUD, because of their close geographical 
proximity, their common orientation to problem-solving 
rather than crop-production, and their interdigitating interest 
in livestock trypanosomiasis and ECF, are likely to have 
common interest The management of the institutions have 
recognized this factor, and have started exploring facilities 
that the two institutions could, with profit, share. These 
include the following items: 
. The sharing of a radiation unit, to be established by 
ILRAD in the next two years 
. The sharing of the FSRU, established and already.operationai 
at the ICIPE, until such time that ILRAD find its work volume 
such as to need their own facility 
. The organization of joint study workshops, such as the one 
being planned for October 1976 on tick-borne diseases .of 
cattle and their vectors 
. The enlargement of the tsetse and tick colonies at the ICIPE 
so as to meet the experimental needs of ILRAD. This is a 
matter of first priority for both ILRAD and ICIPE. 
It is possible other joint interests will surface at a later date. The 
two managements will certainly want to consider them carefully, and 




.3 c . 
Criticism  has ken made on the present management and staffing of 
the HCIPE along the following major lines: 
. The organizational structure is mo complex, and it is not 
obvious that the institution derives significant value from  
these encumbrances 
. to stre the management of the ICIPE by the 
nt of a me Directory So far, he holds a 
y position in the ‘fJniversity of im , as Mead of the - 
Department of ~nt~rn~~~~y 
. He is unrealistic ct DirectorS 0% ~Research, who usually 
visit Nairobi only o . or twice a year, to provide the necessary 
continuity in the 1 ship cd? the research programmes 
- 
. The present policy of ab 
only 2-4 years makes f6 
inting principal scientific staff for 
too rapid a turnover, and may lead 
to the unnecessary ~~te~~~~~ of important work (especiakly 
in the field of ecofogy)or the loss of research support service 
staff (who require long te ical training and experience), 
indicated to the. Technical the CGI.AR during 
ir meeting in Rome in January ard was wiUing to 
make some changes in its orga~~~a~~~~ ma~age-me~~~ and recruitment 
licies to meet some of these vital matters of In this task, 
ICIPE was considerably assist ations of a Visiting 
roup (headed by Professor Harve appointed by the 
Board in September 1974, which r rted in May 1975 on the progress of 
the scientific research and traini f the ICIPE. 
The ard has now taken importa& decisions in these masters, which can 
be summarized as follows : 
The ICIPE company will be abolished within the next few months 
(in 1976), and its place taken by a -Board of Trustees, who will 
be the ultimate authority on policy decisions affecting the ICPE. 
The composition of the bard till continue to have an internationrl 
character: and include representatives of donors, the LDCs, tize 
host country, the scientific community, and men of public affairs. 
Professor Thomas R. CkIhiam will become the full-time Director 
of the ICIPE from  the beginning of 1976, 
32. 
The Board has taken the decision to appoint a few very 
senior scientists, who will1 be resident at the HCIPE, and 
ordination .to the. research grammes and research 
units. A number of the rectors of Research will 
continue to give scientif’ gtiidance to the resident scientific 
staff, particularly in tion to specialized disciplines, while 
a number of others will now more in the manner of 
research consultants. These ages are likely to give firmer 
research leadership and contintiity at the IICE%, .while still 
retaining the essential elements of a worldwide research 
network conferred by the 
app&ntments. 
rectqrship -of Research system of - 
Recruitment tenures will now be more flexible, permitting 
longer and renewable contracts according TV the project needs 






VII. - CQNTRACTUAL AWFUNGEMENTS 
The associated membership status being considered fuo:: t-h.e 
ICIPE vis -a-vis the CGIAR is a novel one, and needs some 
close examinatioaL 
1. Funding and Accountability 
The ICPE is now an on-going vigorous institution,, But it is 
clear also that it cannot reach its optimum potential nor perform 
the contractual work it is proposed it will do on behalf of the 
CGIAR Centres, unless it is given considerable physic&l facilities 
(in terms of laboratory buildings, a~~~~~t~~~~~ accxmmodation, 
training facilities, field stations, etc, ) to match these research 
objectives. Furthermore, it would seem that the best method of 
channelling grants for pita1 de~7~~~~rne~t would be through 
the CGLAR itself - rather than via ~~~r~c~~a~ arrangements 
separately with the individual CGUR Centres collaborating with 
the XCPE. 
An equally difficult question concerns the manner of reaching 
contractual arrangements in re rd to the proposed research 
programmes and the su t underpin these research 
activities (research sup raining and communication 9 
and management). se an almost i rmountable problem 
if each of the resea divided into individual 
projects for subse ract agreements 
with the appropria uld be developed 
for having the Cent es as a whole 
and have this research programme by the CGlAW 
on behalf of the Centres. tween the CGUR 
and the ICPE would then 
We believe these contractual arrangements would give to the ICIPE 
both the stability and simplicity of operation that it needs in order 
to carry out its mandate in the area of pest ‘management 
The ICIPE will, of course, raise from other sources funds that it 
may require for its special programmes - mainly the more speculative 
research projects on insects (c g, population diversity in G. pallidipes), 
research projects specifically contracted by other agencies (eO & the 
role of :xmites in the Savannah ecosyste and research on tropical 
pm of medical importance (es g ecogen g studies on the yellow 
fever mosquito, A.edes aegypti ). In these cases, the ICPE will levy 








The ICIPE should report its research progress and 
its research needs at the International Centres Week, 
as the CGfSaR Centres and other associated institutions 
do each year. 
The Technical Advisory Committee of the CGIAR should 
be able to conduct reviews of the research and training 
activities of the IC E, as it does from time to time 
those of the other Centres 
The ICPE should submit to -the audit requirements laid 
down by the CGI%IR 
The CGIAR should, if it so desires: appoint its repre- 
sentatives on the ZCPE Eoard, either as full members 
or observers. 
2. Basic Financial Support 
A Table summarising the financial needs of the ICPE for capital 
development (U. S. $3,417,000) and research and support activities 
($587,800) for the year 1976 is attached (Table 7). The IC:EPE 
already has some funds (see Table 8); but it needs bridging funds 
to enable it to start some of the new research projects or intensify 
existing ones, and to start on the plannin and development of new 
physical facilities. 
Table 6 gives the total picture of the capital development estimates 
over a three-year period, 1976 - 1978 The overall estimated 
expenditure is $9,785,000. 
Tables l-4 (summarised in Table 5) give the budget for the research 
and related activities in 1977, and forecastes for 1978 - 1981, It 
will be noted that the recurrent budget for the CGHAR-sponiored 
programmes will be about $4. B million in 1977, rising to approxima- 
tely $7.1 million in 1980, when the financial requirements of the 
ICIPE would be levelling off$, at the time the ICPE will be expected 
to have reached its threshold. 
TABLE 1 CORE RESEARCH FROG&WfCS - Cl:DSET 1977  AYD PROJECTIONS 1978  TO 1981  1_- 
nds of U.S. Dolhrs) , 
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13  yi 
ML%XXH SIJFPORT - BUDGET 1977 AND PROJECTIONS 1978 I;O 1981 
(in thousands of CS Dollars) 
Chemistry Fine Zlactro Breeding Field Structure PTl SiOlO,Q 7 Statiow I+orkshops Statistical 
Lab 
Services Total 
x0 cost ii0 cost No cost so cost No cost No cost NO cost so cost No cost 
PErsonncl CDStS -- 
Total 1977 6 229.5 8 175.0 6 126.7 1s 270.0 3 154.1 5 147.3 4 133.7 47 1236.3 
:‘r<>;yi;J>s 
--AI__ 
1975 9 264.2 10 221.6 6 146.3 19 414.0 3 169.7 5 155.7 1 62.5 4 153.1 57 1630.1 
1979 10 269.3 10 247.0 6 165.5 19 390.3 3 194.7 5 154.9 1 i9.4 4 179.6 58 168C.S 
1380 10 312.9 10 250.4 6 179.0 19 421.8 3 213.5 5 165.0 1 55.0 4 195.8 58 1823.4 
1381 10 323.9 10 304.2 6 208.0 19 462.7 3 230.3 5 177.6 1 56.9 4 207.9 53 1976.5 
CUDGET 1977 A'<;r) ??O.J~CTIOKS 1978 to 1981 
?RAI?:IXG &  LIATSON TI3X\RY A%:D CO?~?UNICATION 
TRAINING & SIAISON AYKJAL RES . COSF * LIBRARY & DOCUMENTATION CONM. fi INFO TOTAL 




Tr.chniczl/AZmin I L. 
cnciilary & Daily Rated 
! 12.1 2 44.4 21 56.5 
1 16.3 1 16.3 
2.1 2.1 
Total Staff 1 1 Lr. ‘, I 1 18.4 2 44.4 31 74.9 
3.4 IO.3 13.7 
2.5 2.5 5.0 
55.8 12.3 9.0 16.0 96.1 
2. 3 5.0 1.5 8.5 
I 72.‘) 17.3 1 34.8 2 73.2 3; 2. i!S 2 . 
- -1_ 
2 i62.1 17.4 2 1?5.1 6 254.0 10 54S:GO 
2 179.0 17.4 2 106.1 7 235.9 11 538.4 
2 :!z:>.o 17.4 2 100.8 7 254.3 11 558i5 
2 193.8 17.4 2 109.8 7 283.9 11 604.9 
, 
TARLE 4 
MANAGCHENT g, AZI'INISTRATION - BUDGET 1977 AND PROJECTIONS 1978 to 1981 
- 
GCVXG.BD & COX!diTTEiS .ADMINISTRA;ION GENERAL OPERATIONS TOTAL 
x0. cost No . . Ccst No. Cost NO. Cost 
Persor,nel - 
Adnizistrators 6 18.+.9 6 134.9 
Aar..ir;/Tachr,ical 14 164.3 1 16.3 15 i80.6 
Ancillary R Daily Rated 64.6 70.6 155.2 
Total Staff 20 433.8 1 86.9 31 520.7 
co::s:!l tat1ons 17.1 17.1 _- 
p< 1' <Z 1; .z 1 122.6 2.2 124.8 -___ 
;ur,n.:ies 2 Expenses 36.4 43.9 b7.0 127.3 
Cq:c i; nent- 64.0 5.0 6Y .o 
- 
TOTAL 1977 159.0 20 561.0 1 136.9 21 85Z.9 
___- 
P!-sjections -- 
:$72 159.0 2 4 632.4 3 301.8 27 1,091.2 
197s 163.9 25 r. 7 /,I.6 3 315.6 28 l,i91.1 
138C 159.0 25 7:t2 .7 3 336.0 28 1,237.7 
1981 159.0 25 794.9 3 358.2 28 1,312.l 
"OTF? OIJ 1977 CXPES?TTGXZ BL'DGETS AND 1978-81 PROJECTIOZS .I >L - __ 
1. isr,cillary and Gaily-Rated Staff I_ 
T:i;is s:aff, whereas large; in nllnber, represer.ts a p-oportinally smailer cost, and has,been 
excl,il;d frcn The . staff numbers so 2s r.ot to c.~stori, the figures. The rate ior Daily-Rated 
s 'c a f f 1s laid down by Gcvernment Ardor and is expected to rise to about K.S?.s. 15/-, per day 
by 1st ianuary 1977. 11: 19'77 -the r.,:::;';:r of A:rci !I,:~r>y azd Daily Rate? Staf: :;o-ll be 102. 
2. SalarT.: Scale 
The Scales are xorked out to ir,cluXe basic sziary, subsidized housing or hocsing allowance 
111 lieu, 20% gratuity 0~ retircxcnr Lonefit sc!.c;;~cs, a small travel alic:.;ance for annual 
ie;ve :akcn in l<enya, medical ins*;racce, work:r,cn coapcnsation insurance, anG/or personal 
accidc71t ins-rance, and in the case oi staff axpec.;cd to be recruited icternationally the 
cos; of passages from/to home. 
A 10% increase per year is built i;: ~17.e Scale-s. 
ii cons.Lltstion is expected t-o cost US $ 3,430 ;cnd would include cocsultants' travel hotel 
accomzcdation, and a small supplerzen for incicieni-al clxpenses. 
iTo ~rcL.A:?c:lr; Lo the col:r:iiIta:;t i c L' :.ls ttce is i n L 1 c t 0 d . 
'In the .:dministr;ticn !;cdget, consclrF.;ions are provi2t:d for to enable a revicx of the accou:I- 
tin& s:;stems acd establish a case ior ar.d Eeal-;. 'iiility of the computerizarion of the accounting 

























c 0 2 s t -- 
Si:e'.3r~?.rr.,t?.o‘~, Accass P.ozds, etc. - -iecr . 
Laboratories and Housing 














8690 410 5101 
Irsvision for Price Change 2 :3 9 765 92 1095 
3i:7 ia 502 9785 
18.8.75 






.  .  
..” 
(in thousands of U.S. Dol.lars) 
I CORE RESEARCH PRCGR4XXSS 
1. Sources of Plant 
Resistance 
2. Stem-Borer 





II RESEARCH SUPPORT 
1. Chemistry 
2. Fine Structure 
3. Electrophysiology 
4. Breeding 
5. Field Station 
6. Workshops 
7. Laboratory Services 
III TRAINIKG, COHXIJNICATIO1;S, 
ETC. 
1. Training 
2. Annual Res.Conferencer 
3. Library 
4. Cormnunication and 
Information 
IV MANAGEMEKT & ADMIN. 
1. Governing Board 
and Committees 
2. Administration 
3. General Operations 
V FUNDS REQUIRED FROM CGIAR 
1. Additional funds 
required for Pecurrent 
Expenditure 
Z.Funds required for Cap. 
Development 
TOTAL FOR 1976 

































































Snr.Scientist & Consultation 
Seniro Scientist 
Senior Scientist 
29.9 Senior Scientist 
10.0 Equi.pment 







Books and periodicals 





Meetings and planning 
Full-time Director appointment: 
additional funds needed 





22nd August, 1975 
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AmEx 11 
- 
Dr. P. Haskell, Director, Centre for Ovemeae Pegdt.Reeeamh, Boa& Ember, XCI 
Dr. T. Odhiambo, Direotor, ICI= 1 
Dr. J. Stmqweys-Dixon, Deputy Director (Scienoe)B ICIPE 
Mr. J. H4. Ojal, Deputy Director (Speoial Dufiea), IClFE 
Mr. J. H. Jivanjee, Deputy Direotor (Fineme), HC 
Mr. A. Mando, Controller, Teohnioal Servioet4, ICI 
Dr. S. Singh, Entomologist, Grain Legume Prag.r e, IXPA 
Dr. 1. D. Path&c, Assistant Director, Beeearoh, 
Dr. J. B. Hensvn, Director, I 
Dr. K. Banks0 Immologist, IIRAD 
Dr. J. K. Coulter, Soienti$ic A&i&, CdtfdhR 
Ir. B. N. Webster, Deputy Execut+ve Secretary, TAG. 
